Water Drainage System **FlexoDrain**
Complete Tunnel Water Drainage System
Resistant to Damage from Spraying
Bendable and flexible
Complete drainage system
Complete tunnel water drainage system based on channel and selected components.
Application: Primary water drainage in tunnels and mines.

Timesaving installation
Large sidestrips for easy mounting with nail gun.

Form W

Resistant
Synthetic channel with mesh reinforcement for easy sprayed coverage.

SikaSwell® S-2
SikaSwell® S is an extrudable water swelling sealant which expands when exposed to water.
The resultant pressure increases the path for water penetration, and effectively seals the joint.
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All orders are accepted subject to our current terms of sale and delivery.
Users should always refer to the most recent issue of the Product Data Sheet for the product concerned, copies of which will be supplied on request.